We study the bifurcation scenario of a new dynamics in semiconductor lasers (SLs) 
Introduction
Time-delay optical feedback might strongly influence the dynamics of a SL and has been shown to induce complex dynamical features such as multistability, self-pulsations and chaotic regimes [1] . Qualitatively different dynamics are observed depending on the length of the external cavity (EC). The ratio of the EC round trip frequency ν EC = c/2L ext to the relaxation oscillation frequency ν RO allows to classify different dynamical regimes.
Typical dynamics encountered in case of long EC (ν RO > ν EC ) are the so-called lowfrequency fluctuation (LFF) [2] and the coherence collapse [3] . By contrast to these regimes, the short EC case has not been studied very extensively. It has been shown in Refs. [4, 5] that diodes with short EC can generate microwave oscillations of the emitted power due to a beating between a stable ECM and a saddle-type ECM (antimode). Stable microwave oscillations corresponding to a beating between two stable ECMs have been recently reported in SL with optical feedback [6, 7, 8] . High frequency pulsating solutions have also been reported very recently [9] , emerging from a subcritical Hopf bifurcation.
In this paper we analyze new dynamics of laser diodes subject to short EC optical feedback on which it was recently reported in [10] . This dynamics corresponds to packages of high frequency pulses (at ν EC ) that are modulated by slower, periodic envelope (regular pulse packages or RPP). We analyze the bifurcation to RPP, i.e. the typical dynamics that are involved in the transition to RPP regime. We show furthermore examples of bistability between RPP and time-periodic or steady solutions. Our study is of importance for applications of SL with short EC to all optical high frequency signal handling.
Results
Our numerical results are based on the Lang-Kobayashi equations [1] , for the electrical field E(s) = P(s)e iφ(s) , P and φ being the power and the phase of the light wave, and the excess carrier number N:
In these equations, time s is in units of the photon lifetime Bifurcation study of regular pulse packages in laser diodes subject to optical feedback Figure 1 shows the bifurcation diagram of the laser intensity P as a function of η. Only stable solutions are plotted. It is well known that as we increase η ECMs appear in pairs. Only one of them can be stable (and therefore called mode) and the other one is always unstable (called antimode). ECMs are easily destabilized through Hopf bifurcations that give rise to time-periodic solutions, which further develop into more complicated dynamics as η increases. Labels 'A', 'B' and 'C' indicate three regions of typical dynamics that we analyze in details. The inset of Fig. 1 shows fully developed RPP that occurs for label 'C'. The laser intensity exhibits pulsations at the EC frequency, which are modulated by a slower envelope. The phase difference φ(s) − φ(s − θ) is also shown as a function of time. Jumps occur when the output power drops to zero. The system then settles in another ECM before jumping again in the direction of the ECM with maximum gain (smallest phase difference) [10] . 
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ECM is born and the system locks to this new stable steady state [ Fig. 2(f) ]. Figure 3 shows a bifurcation cascade corresponding to region 'B', which unveils the emergence of RPP. Time-periodic solution [ Fig. 3(a) ] looses stability and becomes quasiperiodic attractor [ Fig. 3(b) ]. However, by contrast to scenario 'A', the destabilization of time-periodic solutions in region 'B' might give rise to packages of pulses [ Fig. 3(c) ]. In the time of the pulse package, ECMs are visited in direction to the maximum gain ECM, but then the laser system is repelled back to unstable ECMs with larger N (c2). The pulse packages are still not regular, which might be due to the coexistence with the quasiperiodic attractor (b). As a matter of fact the laser system is bistable [Figs. 3(b)  and 3(c) ]. With further increase of η the quasiperiodic attractor disappears and pulse packages become very regular (RPP), i.e. the laser system follows the same path visiting particular ECMs [ Fig. 3(d) ]. RPP undergoes period-two i.e. first RPP repeats every two cycles [ Fig. 3(e) ], then becomes period-four ( Fig. 3(f) ). The regularity of pulse packages is then destroyed [ Fig. 3(g) ]. However, these irregular pulse packages coexist with a timeperiodic solution that originates from a newly born ECM [ Fig. 3(h) ]. Decreasing η from (h) brings the system to this ECM steady state. This ECM has appeared already in (d) but did not play a role in the RPP dynamics.
Conclusion
We have studied the bifurcation scenario to RPP in SL subject to optical feedback. We demonstrate that the envelope of pulse packages can undergo period doubling. Moreover, the system can be bistable between RPP and quasiperiodic, time-periodic or even steady state dynamics. Our results contribute to the study of the dynamics of SL with feedback from a short EC and motivate further theoretical as well as experimental study.
